
This week we will be looking at other texts in the Supertato range 

by Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet  

We will be working on reading and writing activities this week with Mrs Palmer. 

Monday 8th February 

Objectives – Literacy – All groups 
I can respond to what I hear with relevant comments. I can talk about events in a story. I can describe characters in a story 
I can begins to break the flow of speech into words. 

I can segment the sounds in simple words and blend them together. 

I can use talk to connect ideas.  

I am beginning to use more complex sentences to link thoughts (e.g. using and, because). 

I can listen to stories with increasing attention and recall.  

I can use clearly identifiable letters 

I can write speech bubbles, describing words and labels 

I can attempt to short sentences in meaningful context 

I can introduce a storyline within my play 

Day Activities Resources/Links 

Monday Weekly Task introduction 

This week we are going to look at some of the other 

adventures that Supertato has and try to engage 

you in a few of these. 

Each day you will look at a different story. 

Today we are looking at ‘Supertato, Run veggies Run’ 

Whoever heard of an unhealthy vegetable? 

What exercises do the vegetables do in the story to 

keep fit? Running, jumping, spinning, lifting 

Why is exercise good for you? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIeAHK-

5m6E 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIeAHK-5m6E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIeAHK-5m6E


Today we would like you to: 

Make up your own sports day – what exercises could 

you do? 

Can you find some things from around the garden or 

house to use at each exercise station – lift tins of 

beans, skip with a rope or belt, run 5 times from one 

spot to another, jump into different shapes made 

with sticks (Maths link) or around obstacles, throw 

an object into a basket, bucket etc 

Can you write a simple instruction for each 

station – you can make up the instruction then write 

it for your family to follow – you could use some of 

the words opposite to help you. 

e.g hop three times 

run up and down the garden for 1 minute 

 

What crime did evil pea commit in today’s story? 

 

Card, paper for writing instructions 

 
 

  

Tuesday Today we would like you to watch the story of 

Supertato – Veggies in the valley of doom. 

We would then like you to go for a walk. You can walk 

around your garden, a park, the forest or 

Marlborough where you live. 

We would like you to make a journey stick whilst on 

your walk. 

Journey sticks or journey pots are a wonderful way 

of retelling an adventure; walks or days out can be 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIMb5oa370o 

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIMb5oa370o


remembered for months or even years from objects 

collected – see information below. 

You can use sticks with string or wool OR elastic 

bands wound tightly around the sticks or double 

sided tape on card – this can be easier for much 

younger children. 

Watch the video opposite – when you are on your 

walk, think about what you would like to remember – 

will it be a sound, smell, texture, idea, object, tree, 

water? – how will you represent this if you cannot 

bring the object with you? 

Can you retell your story when you get home using 

your journey stick. 

 

What crime did evil pea commit today? 

  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfdp1XE6HHY 

coloured wool 

elastic bands 

scissors 

a great stick 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfdp1XE6HHY


Wednesday Today we would like you to make a map of the 

journey you went on yesterday. Can you look at your 

journey stick again and remember where you went, 

this should help you to draw a map. 

 

Can you write some instructions about where you 

would need to go/what you would see on your journey 

if someone was going to follow your map. 

Literacy Group 1 – write at least 3 sentences using 

instruction words 

 Walk past the tree. 

 Cross the road 

 Look for the bench 

 

Literacy Group 2 – write a short caption or label to 

identify things on your map or give an instruction, eg 

walk slow, look up, green tree. 

Literacy Group 3 – Add a label to different points 

on your map – tree, pond, bin, etc 

 

What will they find at the end of the journey? 

 

When you are writing listen carefully to the sounds 

you will need to write – you should all be able to 

write the first sound in the word. You will need to 

speak in Fred talk and use your Fred fingers to write 

 



your words. Speak slowly and write the sounds you 

can hear. Use your sound card or book to help you. It 

is ok if you cannot hear all of the sounds in the 

words – have a go! 

 

Thursday Read the book - Carnival Catastrophe – there is a 

link opposite for a version on youtube. 

 

Today is time to celebrate all of the hard work you 

have been doing. Can you plan your own celebration, 

like Supertato for tomorrow. 

Perhaps you could  have a celebration at home – can 

you make a banner and maybe an invitation for your 

parents to come along. 

What will your banner say – come to the carnical 

perhaps. 

Your invitation would need a time and place for your 

party – see example below and opposite- perhaps you 

could make yours look like this one but with 

vegetables instead of monsters. 

Can you make them as colourful as possible – perhaps 

draw as many fruit and vegetables as you can from 

the story – how many colours have you used? – notice 

how many colours there are in fruit and vegetables 

and how important it is to include lots of different 

colours in your daily food. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5mKcz1zjRpg 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5mKcz1zjRpg


Look at what food you eat today – what colours are 

the food you eat? 

What food would you like at your party – can you 

make a list perhaps (optional but an easy win to get a 

little writing into your day). 

Friday Have a party!!!! Celebrate all of your hard work with 

your parents – do something you love. 

 

Maybe later have a chat about the books you’ve 

read.Think back over all of the Supertato stories 

you have read. 

Which story did you enjoy the most? 

What made this story so enjoyable? 

Can you think of all of the crimes that evil pea 

committed – do you think he was ever sorry? 

Did evil pea ever do anything that was kind or good? 

 

 

 

 



 

 



National Storytelling Week – Try some of these other texts written by Sue Hendra – here are a few examples, you can 

access Oxford Owl for additional reading. 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/ 

Username: robinwren 

Password: Robinwren 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/


 



 

Phonics Lessons – These lessons are provided by Read Write Inc (RWI). They will be invaluable in demonstrating to you 

exactly how we teach the sounds and lessons. 

GROUP 1 

This week we will be continuing our speed set 2 sounds.  Do revise speed set 1 sounds, it will help to embed their learning 

fully and please revisit any videos or sounds or words that your child is struggling with.  

Phonics Objectives To hear and say initial sounds in words 

To segment sounds in simple words – cvc words (consonant-vowel-consonant words, e.g c-a-t) 

To revise all sounds learned so far 

To practise reading and writing the new sounds – oo(long sound – poo at the zoo), oo (short 

sound – look at a book) 

Monday 

oo - Reading 

 

Reading oo sound 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/pqfou2sH/LiiGInBQ 

Word time 1.4 (2) - Reading 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/u1Cmh6KM/o2VOgM5R 

Word time 1.4 (2) – Spelling 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/H0ev94Yd/dVwUivV8 

 

Tuesday 

oo - Spelling 

Spelling oo sound 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/Sp65MWCV/jH2YmUas 
 

Word time – Reading 1.4 (3) 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/4hkuKS9Z/IJReGIwx 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/H0ev94Yd/dVwUivV8
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/Sp65MWCV/jH2YmUas
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/4hkuKS9Z/IJReGIwx


Word time – Spelling 1.4 (3) 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/c7hZQcOd/G2q5WsCz 

 

Wednesday 

oo - Reading 

Reading – oo sound 
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/v2TK8EWr/uP3cRC9d 
 

Word time – Reading 1.4.(4) 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/F2EDvERt/LPVyptH8 

 

Word time – Spelling 1.4 (4) 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/nsQxOyws/YzS7Tv9u 

 

Thursday 

oo- Spelling 

Spelling oo sound 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/V5HE2uCk/aRfNSWty 

PLEASE NOTE: This link will only be valid until 11th Feb 1.59pm 

Word time – Reading 1.5(1) 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/Zfn2geyr/u9KOHiCc 

 

Word time – Spelling 1.5 (1) 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/2vuW45XP/bVpFAvGp 

 

Friday – 

Revise and catch up 

This is your chance to revisit the sounds by either reading or spelling the ones you found 

tricky this week, catching up on the ones above. You may even want to revisit the reading or 

spelling word time lessons from the past week. There is a lot to get through. 

Please remember correct letter formation every time you write the sounds. Use your green 

book to help – say the rhyme as you write to help or look at the sound sheet we sent home 

before the half term. 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/c7hZQcOd/G2q5WsCz
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/v2TK8EWr/uP3cRC9d
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/F2EDvERt/LPVyptH8
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/nsQxOyws/YzS7Tv9u
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/V5HE2uCk/aRfNSWty
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/Zfn2geyr/u9KOHiCc
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/2vuW45XP/bVpFAvGp


If you would like an extra challenge, go to Oxford Owl and read some books browse the e-

library under Read Write Inc and start with the Red Ditty books and then progress onto 

Green. 

Use your Fred talk and Fred fingers as you write (pinch your fingers as you say each sound in 

the word) 

Remember you still have your green book to remind you of the sounds we have previously 

learned in school. 

 

GROUP 2 

Phonics Objectives To hear and say initial sounds in words 

To segment sounds in simple words – cvc words (consonant-vowel-consonant words, e.g c-a-t) 

To revise all sounds learned so far 

To practise reading and writing igh, ow 

Monday 

igh 

Speed sound – igh - Reading 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/x9ipoKKR/iwsi2EpB 

Blending – 12 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/992FsWBK/J8qtGC64 

 

Tuesday 

igh 

Speed sound –igh – Spelling 
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/5MkuprWz/XCxgZWh8 
 

Blending - 12 

  

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/992FsWBK/J8qtGC64 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/992FsWBK/J8qtGC64
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/5MkuprWz/XCxgZWh8
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/992FsWBK/J8qtGC64


Wednesday 

ow 

Speed sound ow - Reading 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/aVqU5Xvl/aPjekL4e 

 

Blending – 13  

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/q4Bf9iVu/FGekJ67Y 

 

 

Thursday 

nk 

Speed sound ow - Spelling 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/TfER3P9r/fjCDeXiN 

 

Blending - 13 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/q4Bf9iVu/FGekJ67Y 

 

Friday – 

Revise and catch up 

See above – Group 1 

 

 

 

 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/aVqU5Xvl/aPjekL4e
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/q4Bf9iVu/FGekJ67Y
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/TfER3P9r/fjCDeXiN
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/q4Bf9iVu/FGekJ67Y


GROUP 3 

This week we will be revising speed set 1 sounds.  Do revise all speed set 1 sounds, it will help to embed their learning 

fully and please revisit any videos or sounds or words that your child is struggling with.  

Phonics Objectives To hear and say initial sounds in words 

To segment sounds in simple words – cvc words (consonant-vowel-consonant words, e.g c-a-t) 

To revise all sounds learned so far 

To practise reading and writing ch, qu, x, nk 

Monday 

ch 

Recap ch 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/QJjDAu0p/vSXG7P9t 

 

Blending – 6 

 https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/PRYZGB3k/dmkVtmxF 

 

Tuesday 

qu 

Recap qu 
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/atUOoDAK/g94eCSda 
 

Blending – 6 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/PRYZGB3k/dmkVtmxF 

 

Wednesday 

x 

Recap x 
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/LAidetzE/9RNCLtna 
 

Blending - 7 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/BDv2jSH0/P2Vlnpu2 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/PRYZGB3k/dmkVtmxF
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/atUOoDAK/g94eCSda
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/PRYZGB3k/dmkVtmxF
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/LAidetzE/9RNCLtna
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/BDv2jSH0/P2Vlnpu2


Thursday 

nk 

Recap nk 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/2TubfECH/3VumqH1n 

 

Blending – 7 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/BDv2jSH0/P2Vlnpu2 

 

 

Friday See group 1 above 
 

Games : 

https://www.phonicsbloom.com/uk/game/match-cards?phase=2 

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf2yf4j 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/2TubfECH/3VumqH1n
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/BDv2jSH0/P2Vlnpu2
https://www.phonicsbloom.com/uk/game/match-cards?phase=2
https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf2yf4j


       

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 


